JCPT0807HD / JCPT1008 / JCPT1212HD / JCPT1412HD / JCPT1612HD

Product Features

Extension Deck
Instead of the usual extension deck, we added a
stopper at the middle between platform and extension
deck. This allows users to have flexibility on the
extension especially at narrow spaces.

Smart Clip Guardrails
The Gorly Scissor lift Guardrails are being locked
with smart clips. This smart clips help user to
easily fold / raise the guardrails in within 1
minutes without required any single tools.

Secure Tray Locker
A locker installed on both tray handle which provide
users an option to lock both left right tray from being
access by unauthorized person.

Charger Power Plug
Cable charger often damage due to improper keeping.
Therefore we designed our scissor lift cable charger to
roll in as shown in picture.

Bumper
An additional bumper is installed on both left
and right of the scissor lift. This helps to
minimize from the damages done directly to
scissor lift body when operating at narrow
spaces.

Emergency Button
Should there be any breakdown while platform is
raised, user may simply press on the emergency button
to lower down the platform. The emergency button is
located at the back of the scissor lift.

Compact Maneuverability
All model have front-wheel drive and most models
feature zero inside turning radius for excellent
maneuverability in tight spaces. Also it is equipped with
non-marking tires which prevent scuffing floors or
picking up debris that could otherwise damage a floor.

Easy Handling
User friendly joystick which help users to easily
operates the scissor lift. The joystick also
equipped with an emergency stop button and
monitor that display the balance power as well
as error codes when something went wrong.

Easy Service
There is an on-board diagnostic installed. Errors code
will be displayed from the monitor when something
went wrong. The error code basically help operators
troubleshoot on the fly and make adjustments in the
field to maximize uptime.

Scheduled Maintenance
Hour meter is installed on the scissor lift to monitor
total hour usage. With this, it helps users to perform
its scheduled maintenance from time to time.
Scheduled maintenance is necessary to assure the
scissor lift is in good condition at all time.

Long Operating Hours
Our scissor lift JCPT1612 & JCPT1412 is installed
with 4x12V Trojan battery. A full overnight
charge on the battery could allow users to
operate the lift for 8 hours without any charge in
between. This would definitely increase the
efficiency for users to complete their work at
shorter time.

Simple System
The entire hydraulic system is being designed to be
simple and easy for trouble shooting. Any malfunction
parts can be easily replace.

